AIRCRAFT & OFFICES
CLEANING

Cleaning and Facilities Services for
Airlines and Airports


There's no environment quite like an
airport. From airlines' specialist needs in
technology and security, through peaks
and troughs in passenger flow and
baggage handling, to shops and food
service outlets – airports are
unique. Avia Service’s dedicated airport
division, understands that airports are
extremely dynamic environments and
require equally dynamic cleaning and
support services to match their needs.



Our business is dedicated to meeting the
needs of the aviation industry for high
quality airport cleaning and support
services, developing bespoke
computerised inspection systems,
battery-powered cleaning equipment,
and environmentally friendly cleaning
materials over the years to meet those
needs.

Complete Airline Airport Cleaning and
Support Solution



Our investment doesn’t start and stop
with systems and equipment of
course. Our rigorous recruitment
process and training programmes ensure
that we have the best staff for the job.
Our management anticipates the
changing needs of passengers and
businesses, adjusting our services to
meet demand. We pride ourselves on
flexibility and rapid response.

Aircraft Cleaning




As one of the largest aircraft-cleaning
operators in Spain, our experience
extends to every aircraft type. We ensure
that they are dressed to impress and
thoroughly checked at every stage to
ensure the highest standard is always
achieved. Within our group, we use the
ground handling standards of the
International Air Transport Association
(IATA) as the basis for our service
packages.
Our focus is to deliver a quality service
that enhances the passengers'
experience.

Aircraft Interior Cleaning Services
The Flight starts with a clean aircraft




Regular aircraft interior cleaning is essential to give your
customers’ a pleasant travel experience, but cleaning
your fleet of aircraft can be a daunting task which
requires a lot of cleaning management and experience.
That’s why airlines trust Avia Services to keep their
aircraft interiors clean, providing their customers with a
pleasant flying experience every time.

Trusted experts in aircraft interior cleaning




Avia Services is one of the most trusted companies in
aircraft interior cleaning in Spain mainland. Our team of
expert aircraft cleaners aren’t just ordinary cleaners,
having knowledge and experience in cleaning various
different aircrafts.
We don’t just provide a general cleaning service; we work
closely with you to develop a solution that will suit your
needs.

Not just an aircraft interior cleaning company


At Avia Services, our team of professional aircraft
cleaners work with you to efficiently solve your aircraft
cleaning problems. Our reputation for responsive and
reliable service has built many long term relationships
with our clients.

Aircraft Cleaning services on board I


In Tidy
The scope of the company’s most basic
service is dictated by the time available.
Cabin seats and toilets are cleaned to an
agreed specification. A limited cabin
dressing is often undertaken in addition.



Turnaround Clean
This core service addresses five key
areas – the cabin in general, passenger
seats, galleys, toilets and the cockpit.
Activities include the removal of rubbish
from the seat pockets, emptying of ash
trays, brushing seat cushions, crossing
seat belts, vacuuming the floor, removing
rubbish and cleaning of tables, toilets
and galleys.



Toilet and Water Services
Undertaken with modern equipment to
the customer airline’s standards.

Aircraft Cleaning services on board II


Extended Turnaround and Night-Stop Clean
This service includes all activities in the Turnaround Clean plus
the removal of marks on all doors and surrounds and bulkheads.
There is an extended work program in the passenger cabin
including the sides of seats, windows and overhead lockers.
Special attention is given to toilets and all galley surfaces,
equipment and floors.



Cabin and Toilet Dressing
A clean and comfortable cabin reassures the passenger that he
or she is in the hands of professionals and creates an individual
style of an airline’s in-flight service. Our cabin and toilet dressing
service ensures the cabin is exactly as the customer requires.7

Aircraft Cleaning services on board III


Deep Clean
This specialized service is completed to the highest level with the use of our approved
deep clean products including services like:
- carpet shampooing
- galley and toilet intensive cleans
- interior fully cleaned like hat racks, lap trays, screens, walls and seats



We provide services where quality is based on professional experience and expertise, the
commitment of a flexible and loyal workforce, and close dialogue with our customers. Avia
services has continually been developing its business by organic growth and acquisitions.
We are proud to say that our work has made us market innovators in our industry. We
remain proactive in listening to our customers and creating new solutions that match their
individual needs and add in-flight product value. We provide efficient and cost-effective
solutions, while maintaining a top quality service.

Airport Terminal offices Cleaning
Services
Maintaining a clean Airline offices




With numerous travellers utilising airport terminals
every day, it is essential to have a cleaning team on
hand to continuously maintain a clean and hygienic
environment.
Avia Services’s airport specialists, offers a team of
specialised airline terminal offices cleaners who are
experienced understands the unique cleaning needs
of an airport.
More than airport cleaners







For many years, Avia Services has been the cleaning
company of choice for Airlines at airports all over
Spain. Our knowledgeable staff work closely with our
clients to assess their facilities cleaning needs before
we implement a cleaning solution that best suits
them.
From daily cleaning to washroom services to floor
care, we have all your cleaning needs covered. Our
responsive and effective solutions have built many
long term relationships with our clients.
More than just an airport terminal offices cleaning
company, Avia Services is well known in Spain for
our cleaning and facilities management solutions.

Office Cleaning Services









Avia Service’s office cleaning services are already being
used by companies throughout Spain. Our teams of friendly
and professional cleaners offer a wide range of services. By
working closely with our customers, we are able to
understand their specific needs and provide them with a
tailored office cleaning solution.
Providing excellent service to all of our customers is our
number one priority. We ensure a high standard of office
cleaning is achieved every time by only employing the right
people for the job. Whether it be general office cleaning (e.g.
daily cleaning, carpet cleaning, washroom cleaning) or more
specialised office cleaning services (e.g. deep cleaning,
window cleaning, builders cleans) our strict employment
policy ensures only the best staff are used.
Daytime and evening office cleaning services are
available throughout Spain
Avia Services is one of the leading office cleaning companies
that provide daytime and evening office cleaning services for
many companies throughout the Spain. You can rely on A.V.
as a professional office cleaning company to fulfil all of your
cleaning needs, efficiently and cost-effectively.
We look forward to discussing your company’s requirements
in more detail and providing you with a competitive cleaning
quote. You can rely on Avia Services to provide a reliable
and a friendly office cleaning service to your company every
time.

Some of our customers

We're here to help


Please do get in touch with us– we are
always happy to talk about your
company needs and how we can help.



agimenez@aviaservices.es
00 34 677 172 084
www.aviaservices.es




